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=T3=AL SHAPIR.UPO17 THE D13A(3OF A SCOOP

Irv’en Halrnai aid FSLU1 i. Hill ‘ “

stiMART

The principles of ?ACA cowling.dasign may be applied
to scoop fairing. six SCOOPS W0r9 built and tested tO

show the advan.tegd of usirig thase principles. Thrae of
“the scoops had “a good nose contQur with different aftm-
body len”gths~ and three were of inferior nose shape.

The best scoop tested increased the drag coefficient
of the airplane by (3.0013, although its froatal area was
over one-fifth that of the fuselage. The cr~tical speed
with the beat nose tested was 400 miles per hour. !!%e
poorest scoop, with &ame entrance area but smaller frontal

“area, practically doubled the drag of the airplane.

Ttie drag wltk long afterbodles vas found to be fairly
insensitive to large changes In length. The long96t after-
body tested, with a length of eleven times its depth, ap-
peared to he most favorable.

~.

An appeadix gives a method of obtaining the dimensions
of a scoop thdt will give the lowest drag fos a given ap-
plication. In the determlnetj.on of these dimensions the
power cost of frontal area. Is balanced against. the power
oost of internal” ex~.anslon losses. The analye~s shows that
a low form drag ecoop with low velocity entrapce gives *he
best practical compromise.

. . .
. . . IYTRODUCTIOH

. .
.

In the-past, -airplanes hake been d~slgned with a great
many ecoope upon the surfaeb: some have fairly bristled
with SCOOPSO It IS generally realized today that these
protuberances are a souroe. of ”honslderable. drag and that
the.number and 8ise should therefore be reduoed as mudh as
possible? While the most effi~j.ent way to take in the
cooling and engine air required by an airplane is at the
front stagnation po*nt (fuselage or nacelle), In many alr-
eooled engine %n~.+ailatlonti, due to Inadequate frontal”
opening, additional air must be brought in through scoops

— —
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for ‘auxiliaries” such as lntereooleremd otl ooolers, It
Is also current practic!e on most liquid-oooled engine in-
stallations to house the glycol and oil coolers In a duct
under the fuselage or nacelle. The present investigation
was undertaken to determine the cost of a scoop installa-
tion on which the principles of the llACA cowling (referenoe
1) had been applied. Tnese principles include a nose ehape
of sufficient curvature so that breakaway does not occur
over the lip of the duct at any flight attitude,. and an
entrance large enough to Ansure small internal expansion
10SSG There are psesented herein several desl~ns of duets
in which the nose and afterbody shapes were varied.

APPARAQUS Aii TESTS

‘The scoop tests were made on a 0.4-scale model of the
XP-41 airplane with a revised fuselage 25 percent longer
than the original one. The model included canopy and open-
nose cowling with air flow, but no tail surfaces. It was
assumed that tall surfaces would have no effect on the
te8ts.

The tests were run in the 19-foot pressure tunnel at
a dynamic pressure of 50 pounds per square foot and at a
Reynolds number of approximately 3 X 106 based on the mean
wing chord. The model was supported on the usual alrfotl
supports and on a special tail support havi~g a high fine-
ness ratio to minimize buoyancy effects. Lift and drag
measurements were made over an angle-of-attack range from
-2° to 20°.

Six scoops, designated A to 3’, were tested on the
bottom of the fuselage. The layout of the test arrange-
ments showing the contours of these sooops is given in
figures 1 and 2. All of the scoops had the same area of
nose ~pening, approximately 47 square Inches. Scoops A
to D have “well-rounded noses, Increasing the projected
fronial ar”ea to 113 square inches. (The proJected fuse-
lage frontal area is 502 square Inches.) These scoops in-
crease the over-all depth of the fuselage 71/4 Inches.
This large”size was used in order to obtain accuracy in
testing. Sooops A to C“have the same nose with afterbodies
of sucoesslvel~ decreasing lengths (fig. 1). The nose oon-
tours maybe seen in figure 3. As.the nose contour ap-
proaches the ihte?seotion with the fuselage all radii of
curvature “greatly increase. ‘A streamline;nose is also pro-



vialed and was trled”on scoop A (fig. 1). The afterbodies
are tapsred mostly in depth “dnd.Ye?y..llttle. !,Qwldth~
SCOOP A was provided with an exit slot-lO--incheB long and
widths of 0,3 inch, 0.6 inoh,,and a 30° flap opening to
1.7 inches (figs. 1, 4, and 51. The exits for SCOOPS B

A
,0 and G were obtained by an alternate tail with the end Gut

-i off (fig: 6).

SCoop D (figs. “6 and 7) has the medium afterbody of B,
hut has a Aharp-edge nose resulting from a simple sheet-
metal construction. Eowe~er, the longitudinal contours of
the nose-lip are well rounded on both the bottom and sides.

Scoop DI Is the same as scoop II except that a strip
of metal Is cut f~om the side of the ~oop nose. This
strip tapers from nothing at the corner of the scoop to 1
Inch at the intersection with the fuselage (fig. 2).
Scoop Da is similar except that the strip tapers from no-
thing to 2 inches. The scoop nose was trimmed back to see
what drag penalty is imposed by decreasing the nose radius
at the intersection with the fuselege.

Scoop E (flg~. 2 and 8) hae straight sides, so that
the maximum area is the same as tkat of the nose opening.
Scoop ~ is ap~ro=i=ately conical in shape with a ratio of
length to depth of 3. It was designed to test the form
drag Only, having no exit passage to pciVi.d8 for air flOw.

The noses of scoops A to F were directly below the
leading edge of the wing. Scoop D was EISO tried with its
nose 8 Inches behind the leading edge to see if the prox-
imity of the wing had any stabilizing effect on the flow
over the scoop. In this position it is designated Dx.

A baffle plate with twenty l-inch holes (oonduotance
area = 10.2 aq.in.) obstructed the internal air flow for
SCOOPS ~, B, C, and D. SooOp E had no baffle plate and
scoop F was not tested with a%r flow.

The additional drag due to the cooling air (rOfOrenOe
1) Is given by

For this model with K~ = 10.2”eq in., this equation becomes

—-ml 1 m Imnlml -nmmm—mnll II ,,.—.1 - .1..
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Pitot and tatatlc pressu:e measurements were made to
determine the total pressure In the nose, the pressure
drop across the baffle, and zhe velocity in the exit. In
the nose of Bcoop A, thl*ee rows of s=rface s%atlc pressure
orifices were Installed to determine the pressurs distri-
bution along the surface. !Wese were located on the bot-
tom center line, on tie corner where t&e scoop turned up-
ward, and in the fillet at the body ~unct.ure, and are desig-
nat ed a, b, and c, respectively, in figure 3.

A conductance area of baffle

Al area of entraace.

A~ area of exit

c mean aerod~aamtc chord of wing, 2.49 feet

c .10US coefficient due to an~~e of expansion

. CD drag coefficient (B/qcs)

ACD increase i& drag coefficient caused by scoop

ACDt calculated Increage. In drag coeffialent caused by
air flow

‘hf:”.‘drag coef~icient of scoop, based on l~s frontql
area . .

CL lift coefficient (L/qcS)

cm pitching-moment coefficient (M/qccS)

D drag force

3’ area of duct at baffle plate

k ,.~ratlo of scoop frontal ~rea to.entirance area

K conductance of baffle plate (A/E’)
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K1 conductance

...

~a conductance

L lift foreb

M moment about quarter-chord point

Id ‘ hhmh number “

P.f static pressur”s on surfaoe., raferred to atat”io
preeeure of air stream

Pf total pree.surs in front of baffle pl”ate, ref6rred
to eta%ic preseure of air stream

Pr total “preseure in raar of baffle plate, referred
to atatlc pressure of eir stream

..
Pe static p“ressure at exit, referred to static pres-

sure of air etream.
. .

Ap pressure. Crop across baffle (Pf = Fr)

Lpi” pressure drop in entrance

Apa pres~ure’ drop In exit

4? .“over-all p.ress-ik”edifference when no elr Is flowing

impact pr”essure of eir stream, referred to atatleqc ,
.
. . . pressure of al”r.s%riam

“q; . “-dynamic presau.re in duct

Q.
Quantity” of air fl’ow. .

[1/2 pva (1 + 1/4 Ma + ...)]

“(1/2 pvia)

s
.,

wlhg area,. 35.8 squ~re feet” ‘“ “. .

v,.
.-

:velo”clty o.fair etream . .
..

..
V.z ‘relo~lt~ in entrance ‘(Q)AX)..

.

.Va ..jQ/@. . .velocity in exit.
. . .

.v=” .V&loclty” In.duct’ a? baf$le plate ..(~/P) .

..—-
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a angle of attack

P mans density of alr stream

klaLis=- The lift, drag, and pitching-moment coeSfl-
cients as functlo-ns of angle of attack are given in fig-
ures ? and” 10 for the basic nodel and the model with
scoop 3 v!ith air flow, respectively. Figure 11 g~ves the
drag coe$ficie~t 2Z for the various test arrangements
plotted in polar form as a fun~t~o~ of the lift coefft~

clent CL up to CL = 0.4. At the lift coefficient cor-

responding to high-sFeed flight, 9.117, table I gives the
drag coefficient aad the I=crsment ACD over the basio
drag.

The drag coefficient of the model in the besic condi-
tion Is @..Cl38. Deducting the induced dreg and the pro-
file drag of the exposed Fortion of the wing, as given in
reference 2, the Suselage drag may be taken as 0.0060.
The addftion of scoop A increased the fro~tal erea by 22.5
percezt. The exnacted drag i=crease is thus 0.0013, the VF11U8

‘;r scoop A with the streamline nose (run 2).aqt,llc~-.”?:1:1.”:i?.i-:.&
‘~hen t.le bi’=t nose is used, however, the drag is increased
slightly. Scoop~ A, B, C, and D each add a drag increment
of 0.0017 and scoop D, 0.0019. the diff’erencesbetween
these drag values are not significant, being within the ex-
perinantel error, and it appears that there was no particu-
lar stabilizing e~fect due to the pressure gradient at the
leading edge of the wing. Zke drag of the blunt nose at.,
zero air flow is not the true measure, for the bluntness
is present to accommodate air flow. In several cages the
opening of the exit to allow air flow reduced the drag9
though never below the basic value of, 0.0013. Inasmuch
as the calcuiateil cooli~g drag Increment at maximum air
flow is only 0.0002, approximately the experimental error,
the scoop drag.increments with cooling eir should be 0.0015
+0.0002. Ths results in table I are therefore considered
a very good check, and Indicate that an external ecoop in-
stallation for an oil cooler or intercooler can be made at
low cost.

Scoops.E and T were tested to show that an attempt to
limit the frontal area of the scoop to the Inlet area re-
sults in very high drag Increments because of the poor nose
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shape. Scoop E with a drag increment of 0.0085 has five
times the drag”of scoop B, and sooop F with .O.0137 has
eight times the drag of scoop B, almost doubling the model
drag. Scoops ~ and D= (scoop D with cuts made at the
juncture) further illustrate the necessity for good flow

-i
m over the leading edg,e of the scoop. Sooop Da almost
~ doubled the drag of scoop D. . . .
d

~.- The prsssure readings at various
places In the entrance of the scoop, behind the baffle,
and in the exit are given as fractions of the dynamic pres-
sure in tables II and 111. There is a oonelderable varl-
atlon In the value of this pressurs at the several loca-
tlone in the entrance. The bo~dary layer at the eurface
of the fuselage causes a lower pressure at the top of the
scoop than at the bottom. Bec&use of this presEure differ-
ence there Is eet up a swirl or cross flow In the entrance, .
such that the air enters along the central and bottom por-
tions of the scoop, passes toward the baffle, turne upward,
co~es for~izd along the toy of the entrance, cx.ti.~pll~aout along
the filiet. Beta-ase of this flow psttgrn, tne survey tubes
are not alined with the local flow, giving an erroneous
pressure reading. It IS for this reason that the front
pressures appear to he such a small proportion of the stream
q= Table III shows that at high rates of air flow (which
tend to ellmin&te the swirl pattern) the front pressure
readings come almost to stream q. At high anglee of at-
tack, the air flows o%llquely across the fuselage, reducing
the boundary layer underneath the fuselage. Thie smaller
boundary layer reduces the cross flow in the scoop en-
trance, resulting In a higher value of the front pressure.

The swarl in the entrance is an undesirable feature
from the standpoint of cooling, and an attempt should be
made to eliminate the effect of the boundary layer by a
plate separating the high and low energy air.

;~lth air flow the pressure drop across the baffle Is ‘
given.in table III. The preseure drop was taken as the
difference Between ths baffle press%re and the rear pres-
cure. The static preseure in the exit IS omitted for
scoop A becau.ee of faulty measurements. Thg exit area was
apparentl~ too small for adequate air flow with sooop A.
However, the effect of the flap in increasing the preesure
drop Is notable. For.the larger baffle conduotange ap- -
proximately 0.7q was obtained. It is aceallsed that the
drag Increase with flap was expensive from the standpoint
of drag, but In the take-off and Climb it is the cooling
that Is all Important.

.-..



Surface Dreg ~&~rTe~.- Observation of the pressure
dlstrlbutlon over the nose of scoop A was made without
internal air flow. This condition gives the maximum ex-
ternal velocltiee and therefore the most severe surfaoe
pressure conditions. Surfaca pressures are presented for
angles of attack of 1.1° and 8.7°, representing the high-
speed and cllmb conditions. Z!he maximum negattve pressure
on-the scoop nose occurs at the lowest angle of attack.
Figure 12 shows that for an angle of attack of 1.1° the
maximum negative p/q is 1.6, occurring on the center line
Of the SCOOP. This value of P/~ corresponds to a criti-
cal speed of 420 miles per hour at sea leval and 395 miles
per hour at 20,000 feet altitude= By reducfng tha curva-
ture at the point of maximum negative pressure, the veloc-
ity at this. point can be reduced. tkereby increasing the
critical speed. In this manner a contour may ba obtainad
satisfactory for any desired design speed.

2he most desirable placa to take in cooling air for
accessories, such as oil coolers, intercooleas, etc., is
at the noge of the fuselage or nacelle, even if it is ne-
cessary to increase the cowling area. 7Zowever, if it Is
necessary to taks air In through a scoop or underslung
duct, low scoop drag aa;- be secured by utilizing the design
principles of the iL4CA cowling. This design involves the
use of well-roundeci nose contours, thus giving a Srontal
area much larger than the inlet area. ScOogs tested with
this type of nose gave not only a low drag increase but
a critical speed of 400 miieE per hour with no air flow.

Scoop drag was found to be quite ingensitlva to
changes in aftertiody length in the range of four to eleven
timas the scoop depth. Eowever, with air flow, the drag
decreased slightly with increasing length, the lowest vel-
ue being obtained tiith scoop A. ~hiS SCOOP WaS Of such
length that it practically merged tnto the body without a
break in the contour l:nee. Complete disregard of the
principles of fairi.ng resulted in a scoop which almost
doubled the drag of the model.

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
Batlonal Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Langley Field, Vs..
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. . . . . .APPE!EDIX. . .

Analysis of Sooop Design

1
l!he results of this study may be incorporated into

) the known principles of scoop design. The design of a
scoop may be divided Into two parts: the design of the
duo t and the design of the external shape.

!Che duc,~.- The ducti consists of & entrance area, an
expansion r-eglon, the working region, and the exhaust
region. For a carburetor duct the carburetor 2s the work-
ing region and there is no exhaust region to be considered.
The working region is the one in whloh the oil cooler,
prestone cooler, intercooler, or air-cooled engine is
placed. The cooling specifications for this aegion in-
clude a certain quantity of air flow Q at a certain al-
titude (deterzinlng the air daneit~ p). !Che heat ex-
changer has a frontal arsa IT and Its internal resistance
is such that a pressure difference 6p Is required to
secure the required quantity of air flow. These elemente
may e.11 be included in one quantity, the cond-uctance,
gl~eil by

or

f
X=9*

E 2Ap
(1) _ .

(2)

where VF = Q/U and qr Is the dynamic pressure In the

duct at the heat exchanger. For oil and prestone coolers
K Is approximately 0.5, for Intercoolers 0.2 to 0.3, de-
pending upon design. Tightly baffled air-cooled engines
vary from 0.10 to 0.18 depending upon the number of oyl-
Indere; looeely baffled engines may be as high as 0.5.

The over-all preesure difference AP Is equal to the
difference between the total paeseure at the entrance to
the duct system and the static pressure at the exit. In
addition to the pressure loss Ap across the heat ex-
changer. there Is an additional loss Apl @ue to expansion
In the entranoe. hp= and Ap are total pressure losses
and appear as drag of the ooollng system~ The pressure
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difference remeining after deducting ~F 1 and Ap from
AP 1s the d.ifferance between the total pressure In the
exit passage and the static pressure at the exit. This
preasnre difference =ay be des~gnated AFa and is, of
course, equal to the ~ynamic pressure of the air at the
exit. The pressure equation 3s thus given as

AP = LpZ + Ap + 6pa (3)

If the duct s~stem is very long, a further allowance wI1l
have to he made for frictZon and beKd losses.

Inasmuch as the” entrance loss APZ is a total pre8-
sure loss, wkereas Apa is the dynamic pressure of tha
exit air, It is seen that any throttling. of the flow
should occur by constriction of the exit. Throttling in
the antranca region can be accomplished only by pressure
loss with a consequent increase In drag.

Zntrance and exit conduetances may be defined in a

manner similar to equation (2).

(4)

Ea= = qF/Apa (5)

Equatiozi (3) may be rawritten as

,=l+wa+,:a(Y) ( ) (6)
1.

In ordar to secure the propar apportionment of the
over-all p~ebsure AP, it Is thus necessary to make K1
as large as practicable (to reduce tha entrance loss) and
to make K= as small as is necessary to” balance the equa-
tlo’n. “. .

The. antrance “conductaaoe KI may be determined as
follows. , The expansion loss in the entranoe region In
passing .fTom an area Al to an area F is g~ven by

. .
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upoa substituting AZVI = FVF, then
.-

; Pvma(fi- ‘)a
Apl=c -

where u Is a factor dependent upon ths angles of &iverg-
enoe of the walls (fig. 23)(refereace 2), and VI is the
veloclt~ at A=, and ‘? is the velocity et E. !Chen

1
(

a
—= %.= 2+
~J3

q= +1
(7)

This function is given in figure 14. The range of c is
from 0.13 to Z.21 approximately 1:10; that is, the worst
internal expansion wI1l have ten %imes the entrance loss
that a gerfect one would have. The effect of an expansion
angle larger than the optimum can be easily compensated
by-increasing the entra~ce area somewhat. -
Thus , an opening only slightly larger than
will permit a short entrance length.

From equations (2) and (4)

1 API
—=—
S.Kla KaAp

(See fig. 14. )
the minimum

Thus, with K and Ap specified, seleotion of Ap de-
termines KI. iConversely, if the geometric design s
selected, AP 1 is determined. For example, for a radiator
with a required pressure drop of 40 pounds per square foot
KaAp = 10 pounds per square foot. If tne entrance area is
0.45 F, the entrance loss is between 2 and 18 pounds per
square foot. An increase of area to 0.56 F sets a loss of .
8 pounds per square foot as an upper limit with 3 or 4 as
a more probable value.

.

The problem of the permissible entranoe loss is tied
up with the problem of seourin~ adequate air flow In the
climb conditions. Beoause of the low air speed the en#rance

. . - . . . ----- _ _..-_ - - ---- -------- - -- --- — ---- - ---- ------ . .. ... . ----- ... .—.
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.
loss must be made small. The over-all pressure difference
mw be improved bg placing ths entrazce and exit in the
propeller slipstream. B~ fitting a flap to the ex~t under
these conditions, over-all pressure diffez”enoeq four or
five times the dynamic pressu~e may be obtained (reference
3).

The exit oondactance
lows :

.&
. . 2

lt~ may Be determined as fol- “

pvaa

.( )

a ~\;
P% V3

for FVE E Aa7a. !l%e exit conductance is thas given as

or

Ka = As/F (8)

exact methqd of determining the dimensions of ~a
flow coadivions is rather difficult. However,for all

two general rules mar bg used =s a first estimate: (i)
If Apa > 0,5q, the minimum area of the exit perpendicu-
lar to the flow lines oat of the slot is a good estimat~on. “
(2) If Apa< 0.5q, m area larger than that computed by .
the above formula will have to be used sinoe the velocity
distrilwation across the slot is not uniform.. .

External des~ .- The flow pattern of the air ap-
proaching the eEt&ce determines the external design of
th~ SCOOP. If.the entrance velocity approximately equals
stream veloulty the streamlines will be nearly straight.
A she- leadlng edge would be permissible nnder these t30n-
ditions. When t&e ratio of entrance velooity to stream
velocity is low, the streamlines turn sharply outward and
after passing the edge of the scoop entrance must again
turn through approximately 900 to resume their original
direction. Jlhis low.ratio is USually the oondition with
high flight speeds, since the upper limit of this ratio

.

.. . .—.—= — . - .- .. , .,.,* .:●✎--( ~,t,. ../ —-=—.- ----- # ..p--—-.%--,y -—
‘ :>:$-------; j-~;”.’,~,-”;,~:;.”..% $;:..-:~.. . ‘. :“&: ,- . . . . . . “ - .

. .
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is determined by the ooollng requirement In climb. A
wgll-roun_ded nose oontour 1s neaeemary to pre~ent the OC-
ourrenoe of high negative press”uree” with kttendtit com-
pressibility and separation losses. This design, of
course, neoeaeltatet3 a pro~eoted frontal area much larger

A than the intake opening in order to secure the proper
y fairing. Just as in the case of the NACA cowling, the
A radius of curvature of the longitudinal no6e contours

should gradually increase toward the rear to avoid a sudden
decrease of negative pressurd.

Afterbodles must be of sufficient length to prevent
the occurrence of separation. An est~mate of the proper
length may be obtained from the tast results. It may be
well to completely merga the afterbody Snto the rest of the “
airplane.

Although the proper entranae size will probably be
determined while d~signlng the duet, it Is of Interest to
know the entrance area or scoop sise which will make the
sum of the Internal and external drag a minimum In cruising
or high-speed flight. ghis may ba found if the form drag
coefficient based onfkontal area Cf is known for the par-
ticular shape of the scoop. The frontal area may be con-
sidered to ba the maximum section area bounded by the EIcoop
and the original llnes of the airplane. The scoop drag is
equal to the form drag plus the drag chargeable to internal
flow lofises. Expressing the frontal area as a coefficient
times the entrance area kAl the drag equation is

The rate of air flow Q and maximum duet area P will
be considered as fixed quantities. Differentiating w~th
respect to the entrance area, we obtain the relation for
“minimum drag:

~-’G)3&)’-()=”=”kCf + Cf Aldk

The value of @& in unknown ex~e~t for the case where

the scoop falrlng remains geometrically similar with ohang-

ing size. Here ~ = O and the second term drops out.
dA ~

TIf, j.n addition, we substitute K & for--~,
4/

the eqaa-
tion takes the form
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Dasign Illustrations

!!!keapplication of the above ?ormulas to the dgsl%n

of a low drag Bcoo$ ie illustrated in table IV. The opti-

mum scoop design is obtained when the sum of the power
loss due to external drag and the power loss due to the
internal expansion iE E minimum. If the fcrm drag of the
scoop is large, it IG best to deorease the frontal area
at the ex~ense of increasing the internal azpanaion loea;
while, if the form ilre.gis lows a small tnternal loss
gives the best design. If the internal expansion loss
can be kept small by perfect expansion ducts, high ve}ocitY
entrances may ‘oe use?; but tha amount to be gai~ed by lm-
provlng the inter@ expansion losq is vsry small if e
low form dreg sccop ie used In the design. The above ob-
aervetiona lsa6 us ?O salact a ~coo~ that has low form
drag and a low velocity entrance.

The teble is constructed for a flight speed of400
miles per hour and an altitude of 20,00!) feet. Rates of
flow are d.etermlned for ,an Intercoolor with a conductivity
of 0.2 and a requirsd pressur~ drop of 60 pounds per square
foot, and for a radiator with n confi.uctivity of 0.5 and a
pressure d~op of 40 pounds per square foot. The expansion
coefficient to be used depends on the angle of divergence
between the duct W021S and consequ~ntly on the distance
betwoenmttie scoop autrance and th~ ‘heat ezchanger. For a
roun~ duct with an angle of divergence of 5y’ao,figure 13
gives a 10ss coefficient of 0.13. A great duct length
would ba necessary to install such a duct for usual value’s

Al - “
of A= and —.

r
“AIso, expanding ducts are usual17 neither

round nor straight. The value of c = 0.13 is used in the
table to represent s limiting condition rsther than one to
be attaine~. The value of .C = 1.0 represents a sudden
expansion,

The form drag coefficient b~sed on tha scoop frontal
area, Cf’. depends on how well the scoop is faired and how

much frontal area it adds to the body on which it Is
glaced. ?he-lowest valuo obtainable is the increase due
to creating a hbsi openin~ in a streamline body without
increasing the frontal area. Reference 4 givee a value
of Cf = 0.008 for this” case. This value may be regarded
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merely 88 a lower limit for an entrance located approxi-
.... .mately. at.~tmhe-forwa-r,~stagnation point. ~or a well

falred scoop -plaoed so that t-he frontal area of the a3r-
plane la increaBed by an amouht equal to the frontal area
of the scoop, a value of Cf = 0.059 obtained with scoop

I A may be used. Zhe values of Cf = 0.79 and Cf = 1.5q

I obtained with scoops B and ~ are included to show the ef-
feots of high form drag.

The ratio of pro~eoted frontal area to entrance
area, k, is determined from; the falring layout. Its value,
of course, depends on whether the tacdop Is falred for a
low- or a high-speed entrance. Valuee of 1.0 and 2.4,
corresponding to the scoops tested, are used In the table.

Column 7 of table IV Is computed from the relation

Rearranging the equation for minimum drag by putting all
known constants on the right side gives

( E
k~

T1 - I) (f.-)’=
2CE 3(%)3”

Al
The solution for ~ may be obtained from

a

is given in column 8.

in column 9, equals
(

The external form

figure 15 and

The best entrance valoclty, given

drag and the internal expansion
loss may be expressed as a-parasite drag coeffl~lent based
on wing area.

The first term represents the form drag, the second the
expansion loss, and CD their sum. IIumerical values

P
oomputed for E = 2.5 equare feet and a wing area of 300
square feet are given in columns 11, 12, and 13.

m-mmw 11 III 1 ■ Im_l III-— ,.. ,,,,,— .- .,--....—... ...
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Table IV shows the shift of the optimum eatranoe area
and velooSty with change In Cf”

In examples 1 to 4, as

‘x increasesCf decreasea from 1.5 to 0.008, the optimum
VI -F A=

from 0.112 to 0.414.; varying Inversely with ~ s
T’

drops from 0.94 to 0.26. Thle meane timt, as the form
drag la Cecreased, 1< is meet efficient to lower the in-
ternal loss by increasing the size of the SOOOP.

The effect of changing o from 1.0 to 0.13, as in
examples 5 to 8, Is approximately to cut the opt~mum
A=

F in half and doubie ~. In exam@es 9 to 16, the con-

ditions chosen for t??e ra?lator approximately doubled the

air flow; + varies nearly aa
Q
~ or is nearly doubled;

v>
is almost uncianeed.

T
.

It me,y be observed that the parasite drag coefficient.

%ln has the s~me tre~d aa tha form drag coefficient cf.
.

Ia examples 1 to 4, as Cf is rs~uced from 1.5 to 0.008,
CD dro~;s

P
from 0.0029 to 0.0001.

Reducing c from 1.0 to C.13 by introducing a gradual
expansion is skown In ex&rples 5 to 8 to red-uce ciJ over

P
40 percent. However, in cr)n~aring examples 4 and 8; this
reduction Is too insignifice.at to show in the fourth deci-

7~
mal piace. Examplo 4 with ~ = 0.25 Is similar to the

open-nose cowling. Ev”iflen.tly,.with this low entranoe va-
locity It 18 Immaterial whether a sudden or a gradual ex-
pansioa is used. On the other .haad, with a high entrance
velocity a gzadual oxpanslon must he used and the utmost
case must be tcken with duct desigo to prevent excessive
losses. Irregularities in the entrance region easily upset
the flow, and an ideal expansion is thus difficult to
realize in prectice.a If the. ~esign callE for a small en-
trance and ideal expansion Is not rsali~ed, the internal
loss will be much greater than the external drag saving.
It 1S therefore, daplrsple to use as good an expansion as
convenient and to use an ex~aneion coefficient of unity in
the design computations.

It is always n~~es.sa~y. to cpmp~re the internal prea-
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cure drogfl with the over-all pressure drop avallablo for
all flight eondltlons. This comparison may demand the

,. use of..a sooop. larger than optimum. -

:
-1
> COI?CIIUDIN(3REMARKS .

1 ,

The illustrations chow.that the optimum scoop is de-
tqrmlned by a compromise between the power losses asso-
ciated with external drag .and internal losses so that the
eum of these losses is a mintium. Obviously, if the SOOOp
has a lexge form drag”, th”e size wI1l be redu”ced and the

“internal losses will be increased to obtain “the best com-
promise. Conversely, if the ecoop has a“lo~ form drag,
the frontal area will be made relatively large therebv
reducing the internal losses to give the. best compromise

In the latter condition involving the scoop having
low form drag, a trivial reduction in power can be ob-
tained by reducing the frontal area due to empioying ducts
having Ideal expansions. However, the experience and
knowledge required to obtain this triviai gain are out
of all proportion to ths advantage to be obtained.

.—. . ...... . . .. ———— ----- -. -.--—
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1
2
a
4
5
6
?
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
M
16
17
18
19
20
21

hoq

—.

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
B
c
c
D

.D
Ill
Da
Dx
E
E
1’

~-?.~- “

TA3L%I.- DRAG AMDDRAOIYCRIUEW mTHETEsTAmAm-s

[% = 0.117]

0.0138l—-–- l--—-
.0151!O.0013io.c39
.m.55 .0017
.0151 .Ccm
.0153 .oo15
.0185 ..0057
.0153 ,r~~

.0156 .CQ18

.0199 .Goa

.0155 .0G17

.OI.53 .0015

.0155I ●0017

.0157 .0219

(

.0157 .0019

.o167 .CKJ19

.01s .0025

.01 .rj~5

.01 .cm7

.0223 .0085

.02u-? .0m3

.(X375 .Q137

.078

.059

.G68

.260

.966

.m2

.283

.C78

.G68

.076

.(-%?

.087

.087

.114

.HO

.578

.83

.78
1.50

Condition
1

llasic: Airpl~newit12 open nose and eir flow, no tdlt. J
StreanWna Eose on scoop: exit closed.
n =- 5.5 sq in.; A8 = O

~ 5.5 sq in.: Aa = 3 sq in.
: = 5.5 sq In.; Aa = 6 Sq in.
A= 5.5 sq in.; AZ =17 Sa is.: 30° f18p.
A= 12.0 sq in.: AS = 3 sg in.
h= li.ilsq in.; Ac = 6 sq in.

● .. 11.cIeq In.; Az* =17 sqin.: 30° flap.
A ==11.0 sqin.; A= =0
A= 11.G sq in.; An = 6.& sq In.
A=ll.C6qln.: Aa =(I
A = 11.2 sq in.: Ac = 7.4 aq in.
A.= Il.:;sqin.: AE =0
A= 11.(?sqln.: AC, = 5.8 sq in.
Junckra cut baoklValn., A = 11.0 sqln.; & = O
Jiinct-ie out back 2z/4 in., A = 11.6 sq in.: A3 = O
Scoop entranca moved back 8 In., AF il.OF:. iE.; i-a=0
Xo haifle, A2 = G
lFo baffle, A2 = 6 sq In.
HO baffle, A2 = O
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TABLE II.- ATAILAELE OYER-AiIL P~SSlJR3 DIF3’13RENC1
. .,. . . .. . .. . .

I ==~ ;: +yr‘;:;;: ;;; i :=;;.? e
~ —

I

-2.1 [ 0.51 ‘ ----

I
0.58 0.66 -0.22

A 1.1 ~ .5E ---- .64 .71 -.18
8.7 .73 ---- .76 .83 -.07

i
.—

l—
-2.1 I I

! 0.50 i 0.G7

I
0.58 0.67 1 O:Jl~

B 1.1 I .59 j .’?3 .64 .72 j

I
8.7

/
.7’3 I .85 .75 .82 : .04

...—

T --—4-–-—!–-”-—
I .57~~oo,

-2.1 i C.51 I 3.:7 . .
c 1.1

I
.59 ‘ .64 I :71 ! .11

e.7 ;~ , .73 I .76

1 Jo::j-’

1

.81 I .16

--—–+—”— —
I

—–--t

I -2.1 0.58 0.63 ~ 0.02
a! i.1 j .55 i .?1 I .02

II 8.7 ! .78 i .74 !I .60 ~ .03

AP/ q

0.88
.89
,90

—-

0.65
.69
.78

G.56
.60
.65

0.61
.69
.77



TABLE III.- PEESSURE D30F ACROSS BAFFLE PLATE
. . . ---- . ,,..- . - - ,. ~.-. .. . , ...-

I 1.1
8.7

,-::;

6.7
-2.1 I

I
~

I
.74

~ 1.1,
kj
‘%7.0 .63

I 8.7~ i
.94

rl
—..

-2.1 /
3 10.2

I :::

II-2.1c 1.1 10.2
8.7

II-2.1D 1.1 10.2
8.?

-2.1
m 1.1

0.7
Open

pressure, Pf/q~
i Rear Exit

—.. ~— -_

pm
6.8 : .70

! .53

10.54
7.4 ~ .64

i ,82

——-

---- ~ 0.60 Io.541 ----
----
----
----
----
-“-.

----

----

----

----

----
e---.

----

----

----

----

----

----

-—. -—

0.79
.85 :

.67

.61 I .40----

.6a .45 ----

.79 I .53 ----

.57 ‘9 -----**

.76 -.16 ----

.79 -.oel ----

.59 , _611 ----

.65 1 .67-----
I.77 ~ .78-----

.62. , .57 ----

.67
;

.621 ----
.79 .72 ----
.71 ! .10 ----
.75 I .13, ----
.82 ! .201----

—.~- ! ——
0.64 ‘0.57~ 0.12
.71

. so
[ .80

0.74 ~ 0.61
.79

I
.67

.89 .78

0.58 ‘0.60

I I 0.66
6.8 ,68 .67 .71

1 .82 ; .76 .82

‘0.70 ‘---- ----

II I~o.a9 c.ct5
6.0 .76 ---- ---- I .48 .10

.63 l---- ---- I .681 ●16

21

-—

Ap/ q

.—
0.06
.00
.11
● 21
.23
.25
.86
.91
.87

----
----
----
.04
.05
.07
.61
.63
.62

—--—

0.07
.08
.12

0.04
.06
.08

0.11
.11
.16

----
----
----

%he 30° flap.
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. TABLE IV.- SCOOPSFOR MINIMUMIEUG

400 U@ - 2C,000 ft altitude
.————-.—— -.— .— -.———— -——-- —.. .

EmE!ii~=I-...4-,=-, .
---—.————

;; K177i-h3j 1 (9) lTo~* (12)*

Ex9mpl

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
T
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

K

—-

0.94 !O.mo 0.0009
77 i .0013 .0006
;* ~ .0304 .0M12

101 ! .25 ~ .Oml I .Oooo-—-
73+ ;1.83 !0.0010 I G.om5
594 ‘1.48 ! .0007
341 I .&5 I .0002
182 i .45 I .OW1

—— -----592TC* c.M39
323 I .81 .0025
199 I ●W .C!O07

mm
.Ooo1
.0000 --—

0.0015
.0009
.0002

125 ‘ .51 ‘

t

- “--+-JQ-Qa —~~~ ‘““7;6~l;R6 , 0.0021
608 I1.52 I .0013 :0006
557
202

.89
I

.000& .0002
.50 .Oom

(13)*

c%
0.CCQ9

.0019

.0006

.Ocol———
0.0015
.0010
.0003
.Ooo1———

!).005+
-.0034
.om9
.om2-.—-—

(J.0030
.0019
.0CK)6
.Ooo1

x~c~ted for ~ . 2.5 Bq ft and S = 390 eq ft.
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NACA Figs. 3,4

Figure 3.. Nose for scoops A,B, and C. Static pressure
orifices at 8, bottoril center line; b, corner:
and c, fillet.

Figure 4.- Model with scoop A, exit closed.

1- .mImmmII ■m,,,, mBm B ,., --. ,, -,.,,, --.. —,, ,, . . . . . -- -.. . . . . . . . . . -..—



NACA ‘ Figs. 5,6

Figure 5.- Model with scocp A, 30° flap.

Figure 6.- Exit of scoops B end D.
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NACA Figs. ‘7, E

Figme 7.- Model with SCOOP 1), exit closed.

Fimwre’8.- Model with scoop E, exit open.
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?TACA Figs.9,10
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Fi~e 9.- Force teat re EIUlts Figure 10. - Force kagt
on basic model. ❑odel with

air flow.

reOulta on
scoop B,

.


